
 

A Biblical archaeologist’s astounding 

story of her confrontation with the spirit 

world and a real supernatural 

experience with Yeshua. 

Digging for Light 

from kabbala to Yeshua.  
Testimony of Jennifer Guetta 

Jennifer Guetta is a biblical archaeologist who spent years excavating in the most beautiful places in Israel, including Megiddo 

(Armageddon), Ashkelon and Jerusalem. She is American-Dutch and has an MA from Leiden 

University in the Netherlands. Her husband Eliahu, was born in Israel, and his family originates 

from the great rabbi’s of Djerba, Tunesia, from the priests from the First Temple. Jennifer 

worked for Prof. Israel Finkelstein from Tel Aviv University, the most controversial professor 

who undermines the Bible in the world today. She helped him find evidence for his book: The 

Bible Unearthed, which caused thousands of people all over the world to lose their faith. 

Jennifer spent years undermining the Bible until one day, on September 11, 2012, everything 

changed. During a lecture on the archaeology of the tree of life she met the great 

granddaughter of the Baba Sali, and invited her into her home for one day, hoping to learn 

more about kabbala and local Israeli mysticism. As a scientist she did not believe in the spirit 

world or that evil had its own conscious and was easily deceived. What was supposed to be one day turned into three months, 

and little did Jennifer know that the person in her house was possessed by an upper level principality, the jezebel spirit/queen of 

heaven, doing witchcraft in her house, and slowly tying her soul to all kinds of evil agreements.  

When Jennifer finally got her physically out of the house, she was attacked by 

an invisible force that she could not explain. Her entire house was filled with all 

kinds of witchcraft stuff, personal items, and hidden cards. The archaeologist 

was confronted by an invisible world, demons spoke through people and 

attacked at night, and even tried to kill her and her husband. For five months 

Jennifer went through hell and tried everything to get rid of the invisible beings 

through Rabbinic prayers, all kinds of new age techniques, house cleansing, etc. Nothing worked. As an archaeologist Jennifer 

was shocked by the existence of this invisible world and had no idea what to do. Until one day someone told her to cast them 

out in the name of Jesus. She did. Suddenly something changed. Stunned, she started wondering why demons listen to Jesus.  

And then the miracles started to happen. Suddenly the Bible came to life and it started talking back to the archaeologist! It had 

character and said: “Follow me.” During this time she and her husband had many dreams and visions revealing a great battle in 

the spirit world  and a literal savior who came to help them, whose name was Jesus. He revealed himself through dreams and 

literally set her and her family free.   

God cornered the archaeologist and her eyes were opened to the spiritual world. As a scientist she was stunned to discover that 

there were two kingdoms, light and dark.  As a  Jew-Gior she was also shocked to find out that Jesus-Yeshua was alive and head 

of the kingdom of light and part of God Himself. She wondered how she could have missed it and slowly realized what had 

happened in the invisible world 2000 years ago and that Jesus was indeed the Messiah, the Son of the living God, who had 

nailed all the agreements with the darkness to the cross, so she could live.  

After Jennifer accepted Yeshua as Messiah, he told her to be his witness. One month later, 

Jennifer was asked by Dutch national television to speak about her belief. They had no idea 

what had happened. Her testimony was to be aired on Dutch prime time television on 

Sunday morning the 5th of January 2013, the exact day that the woman had been expelled 

from her house one year earlier. Three TV shows, radio interviews, several news articles, and 

many presentations later Jennifer is telling the world what Jesus did for her.   

What followed was an miraculous year with many dreams in which God called her to celebrate the biblical feasts for the glory of 

Jesus together with other Jewish and non-Jewish believers. On the 3rd of April 1015, on the night of the blood moon, Jennifer 

and her husband organized a great Passover and victory banquet for Jesus, with 400 believers in Holland. The principality of the 

jezebel spirit was defeated and Jesus set His people free. Victory for Jesus! 

For more information: www.jenniferguetta.com or jennifer.guetta@kpnmail.nl 

http://www.jenniferguetta.com/

